[Genetic defects as markers of tumor development].
Carcinogenesis is long-term multistep accumulation of defects of genes responsible for cell division, DNA repair, and apoptosis. The functions of these genes are known both for norm and for pathologies caused by their damage and resulting in "asocial" cell behavior. Owing to the recent progress in studying the mechanisms of carcinogenesis, some genetic defects may be considered from the applied point of view (as tumor markers rather than as pathogenetic factors) and employed in diagnostics. Thus detection of mutant alleles in biological fluids (e.g., beyond the tumor) suggests higher risk of carcinogenesis. Genetic defects are a new class of tumor markers and have a substantial diagnostic potential. In contrast to known protein markers (alpha-fetoprotein, etc.) used in clinical practice, DNA markers are oncospecific (as these are in direct cause-and-effect relationships with carcinogenesis) and universal (as there is not a single tumor cell without a genetic defect). Analysis of DNA markers may be employed not only in diagnostics or tumor growth monitoring (assessment of treatment efficiency, early detection of recurrence or metastasis), but also (prospectively) in screening (tumor detection at the presymptomatic stage, identification of high-risk groups). Theoretical grounds, prospects, problems, and methods of this new field are considered.